Directions
attimo Hotel Stuttgart

Important note:
Stuttgart issued vehicle restrictions in so called environmental green zones. Drivers can only pass
through these green zones if they have the necessary badge. You can buy a badge at the vehicle
registration office, the engineers' associations, such as the Technical Inspection Authority or Dekra
and at all workshops in Germany licensed to do an EI (Emissions-Inspection). The costs for a badge
are about 8 to 12 EUR. In case vehicles without environmental badge pass through green zones, a
penalty of 40,00 EUR and a penalty point in Flensburg impend. attimo Hotel Stuttgart is situated in an
environmental zone.
Travel by means of public transportation from Stuttgart Airport:
If you arrive at Stuttgart Airport, please take the S-Bahn to Bad Cannstatt, line 2 or 3. Then please
follow the instructions "Travel by means of public transportation from Stuttgart Main Station".
Travel by means of public transportation from Stuttgart Main Station:
Take the S-Bahn line 1, 2 or 3 from the Stuttgart main station, platform 102. Get off at the station at
Bad Cannstatt and leave the station by the exit "Zentrum". Then turn right into Bahnhofstraße, then
left into Daimlerstraße and finally right into Wildungerstraße. The distance from the station in Bad
Cannstatt to the hotel is appr. 250 m.
Travel by car from the North (Heilbronn):
Leave the motorway A81 at the exit Zuffenhausen and first follow the B10 in the direction of the city
centre and then in the direction of the Bad Cannstatt Stadium. Turn left into Daimlerstraße when you
reach the Shell petrol station and follow the street for appr. 500 m until you reach a roundabout. Leave
this roundabout at the second exit and the following roundabout at the first exit.
Travel by car from the South-West (Karlsruhe):
From the motorway intersection at Stuttgart-Leonberg, continue in the direction of Heilbronn and then
take the exit at Stuttgart-Zuffenhausen. Then please follow the above instructions.
Travel by car from the South (Munich):
Leave the A8 at Stuttgart-Degerloch and follow the B27 until Stuttgart-Mitte. Then continue on the B14
(direction of Nürnberg) until Bad Cannstatt. In Bad Cannstatt please turn right immediately after
crossing the Neckar River (move into the proper lane already on the bridge) and then turn left into
Daimlerstraße after appr. 300 m (directly in front of the Shell petrol station). Follow this street for appr.
500 m until you reach the roundabout. Leave this roundabout at the second exit and the following
roundabout at the first exit.
Travel by car from Stuttgart Airport:
Follow the left lane to get onto the A8 in the direction of Karlsruhe/Singen/Heilbronn. Keep to the right
and take the driveway to the B27 in the direction of S-Möhringen/S-Degerloch/S-Zentrum. Follow
Löffelstraße, the name of which will change into Neue Weinsteige, Hohenheimer Straße and finally
Charlottenstraße. Keep to the left on Charlottenstraße and turn right into Konrad-Adenauer-Straße,
which is later called Willy-Brandt-Straße and Cannstatter Straße (through the underpass). Go straight
ahead and cross König-Karl Bridge (keep left) and turn right into Seelbergstraße after appr. 200 m.
Take the second exit when you reach the following roundabout.
Travel by car from Stuttgart Main Station:
Head into a North Eastern direction from Arnulf-Klett-Platz in front of the station and turn right into
Heilbronner Straße (B27). Take the first exit, turn right into Wolframstraße and then left into
Cannstatter Straße (B 14). Follow Cannstatter Straße through the underpass and cross König-Karl
Bridge (keep left). Turn right after appr. 200 m into Seelbergstraße. Take the second exit when you
reach the next roundabout.

